Abstract: A new minimal parametrization of multivariable linear system is proposed. The parametrization is defined as a perturbation around the realization of a nominal transfer function. A particular parameter basis is selected which, for the impulse response identification problem, leads to a Hessian matrix of the criterion function which is equal to the identity matrix.
INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces a new parametrization of multivariable linear dynamical systems. The parametrization is based on a local affine map around a nominal system. This type of local parametrizations was introduced in the papers (Wolodkin et al., 1997) , (McKelvey and Helmersson, 1997) and (McKelvey and Helmersson, 1999) . Some system theoretical aspects of such parametrizations has been shown in (Deistler and Ribartits, 2001 ). The current contribution is a development of these ideas and provides a more computationally efficient way of deriving such parametrizations as well as some additional and alternative insights.
Preliminaries
Consider a state-space representation of a linear system x´t · 1µ Ax´tµ · Bu´tµ y´tµ Cx´tµ
where the vector signals u´tµ ¾ Ê m , y´tµ ¾ Ê p and x´tµ ¾ Ê n are the inputs, outputs and states respectively. The dimension of the state vector is equal to the McMillan degree of the linear system if the realization is minimal, i.e., is both controllable and observable (Kailath, 1980) . In the sequel we will normally assume 1 Supported by the Swedish Research Council (VR).
that the realization is minimal so the state dimension and the McMillan degree coincides. In (1) we have left out a direct connection (the D matrix) between u´tµ and y´tµ. Inclusion of such a connection is straightforward and does not significantly change the results of the paper.
The matrix triple´A B Cµ in (1) defines a relation between the input signals and output signals via the state. The input output relation is obtained by solving the difference equation (1) 
is the matrix valued impulse response of the system. From the impulse response, the transfer function
is defined for all z ¾ λ´Aµ, where λ´Aµ denotes the spectrum (set of eigenvalues) of A. The triple´A B Cµ is known as a state-space realization of a linear system. When we refer to a specific linear system we actually refer to its input output relation, i.e., the impulse response or equivalently the transfer function. Hence, one linear system can have many realizations both minimal and non-minimal ones. It is well known (Kailath, 1980) that the input-output relation is unchanged by a linear non-singular basis change of the state variables, i.e., if T ¾ Ê n¢n is nonsingular matrix representing the change of basis, then the realizations´A B Dµ and´TAT 1 T B CT 1 µ represents exactly the same impulse response and hence the same linear system. The change of basis is called a similarity transformation. Consequently, if a linear systems of a given order is parametrized using all elements of the state-space matrices the parametrization is not identifiable. Loss of identifiability by such an over-parametrization is not a severe restriction if the identification techniques used is prepared for such a situation (McKelvey, 1994; Pintelon et al., 1996) . However the numerical complexity of estimating more parameters than necessary leads to an increased computation time. Therefore, a minimal parametrization is desirable.
Minimal parametrizations of linear systems has always played an important role in system identification and was and early topic in the development of linear system theory. The single input single output case turns out the be rather easy while the multivariable case where both m 1 and p 1 is much more involved. Especially for such systems there exists no single continuous minimal parametrization which covers the whole space of linear systems (i.e. transfer functions) with a fixed McMillan degree and input output configuration (Luenberger, 1967; Guidorzi, 1975) and (Hannan and Deistler, 1988) . Hence it is necessary to use several (possibly overlapping) parametrizations when dealing with MIMO systems.
In this paper the focus will be on parametrization where the state-space matrices are an affine function of the parameters. Consider the following class of affine parametrizations
Here vec denotes the vectorization operator which converts a matrix to a vector by stacking all columns. (Kailath, 1980; Ljung, 1999) (which are minimal ones) and the tridiagonal parametrization (McKelvey and Helmersson, 1996) . The recent local parametrizations (McKelvey and Helmersson, 1997) and (Wolodkin et al., 1997 ) also belong to this class.
The local parametrization described in (McKelvey and Helmersson, 1997) here called OrthPar uses the affine subspace in the full parameter space which is orthogonal to the tangent space of the corresponding equivalence class of a nominal realization. In short the range space of the matrix
spans the tangent plane of the equivalent class defined by by the nominal realization´A B Cµ. OrthPar uses
as a parametrization where Q is an orthonormal matrix which spans the orthogonal complement to the range space of Q. For more details see (McKelvey and Helmersson, 1997; McKelvey and Helmersson, 1999) .
IMPULSE RESPONSE BASED PARAMETRIZATION -ORTHIMP
In this section we develop an alternative way of calculating the matrix P in (5). Define the impulse response vector based on the 2n vectorized impulse response matrices, i.e.
From realization theory it is clear that a transfer function of McMillan degree n is completely specified by the 2n first samples of the impulse response (Ho and Kalman, 1966) . Hence, g is an alternative representation of the linear system of order n.
Consider a full parametrization of a state-space model
Pick an arbitrary transfer function of McMillan degree n and let the parametrized matrix triple´A´θ µ B´θ µ C´θ µµ for θ θ 0 be a minimal realization of it. Let g´θ µ be the corresponding impulse response vector according to the definition in (7).
A Taylor expansion of g´θ µ around the minimal realization defined by θ 0 is given by
where g ¼´θ has dimension n´m · pµ Proof: Since the equivalence class of realizations with identical impulse responses is of dimension n 2 (represented by the similarity transform T ) the Jacobian matrix g ¼´θ 0 µ must have a null-space of at least dimension n 2 . Hence the dimension of the range space is bounded from above by n´n · m · pµ n 2 n´m · pµ. Now pick a minimal parametrization such that the point ξ in the parameter space, which represents the transfer function, is in the interior of the parameter space. This is always possible for example using the partially overlapping parametrizations described in (Ljung, 1999, Appendix 4A) . Let the triplé A m B m C m µ represent the resulting realization defined by the parameter vector ξ . Explicitly we can write
where ξ ¾ Ê n´m·pµ is the parameter vector of the minimal parametrization and P m is matrix with linearly independent columns which distributes the parameters to the right places in the matrices. The vector p m0 represent the constant elements of the state-space matrices implied by the particular parametrization chosen.
Since both´A B Cµ and´A m B m C m µ have the same transfer function there exists a non-singular similarity transformation T such that
which in a vectorized form is given by (remember the
where ª is the Kronecker product and I m denotes the identity matrix of dimension m ¢ m. It is easy to establish that if T is non-singular so is alsoT´T µ. We can now explicitly parametrize the neighborhood of the original realization with the aid of the minimal parametrization.
which implies that we can represent the impulse response vector g using the minimal parametrization: g´ξ · δ ξ µģ´θ´ξ · δ ξ µµ g´θ 0 µ · g ¼´θ 0 µT´T µP m δ ξ · o´ δ ξ µ Since the parametrization is minimal any perturbation in the parameter space yields a new transfer function and hence a new impulse response vector, i.e. g´ξ · δ ξ µ g´ξ µ if and only if δ ξ 0. This shows that the range space of g ¼´θ 0 µ is at least of the same dimension as δ ξ which concludes the proof.
¾
Lemma 1 establishes that the rank of the Jacobian matrix of the impulse response vector g equals the number of parameters in a minimal parametrization. This property we now exploit when deriving a local minimal parametrization.
For an arbitrary transfer function of McMillan degree n pick a minimal realization´A B Cµ. As before let
Consider the affine parametrization given by (5) with p 0 θ 0 which means we define a local parametrization in the neighborhood of the realization´A B Cµ.
A minimal parametrization has n´m · pµ parameters so in this case the dimension of P is n´n · m · pµ ¢ n´m · pµ. Any choice P such that the product g ¼´θ 0 µP
has rank n´m · pµ will correspond to a valid minimal parametrization.
A suitable matrix P defining the directions of the affine parametrization can be determined in the following way. Calculate the QR factorization of the Jacobian matrix
where R 11 is of dimension n´m · pµ ¢n´m· pµ since g ¼´θ 0 µ has rank n´m · pµ according to Lemma 1. A good candidate for P is given by the right generalized inverse to the matrix
gives us the final expression for P
where´¡µ T denotes matrix inverse and transpose. SinceR is triangular the matrix inverse is easily determined.
An important property of the derived parametrization is the following result.
Lemma 2. Consider a nominal state-space realization´A B Cµ which is minimal and define a local parametrization according to (5), (12) and where P is given by (13), (14) and (15). Let g´ξ µ denote the 2nmp long vectorized impulse response vector function parametrized by the local parametrization. Then
The chain rule gives
sinceQ has orthonormal columns. The proof is concluded by noting that Q 1 also has orthonormal columns.
The local parametrization as defined in Lemma 2 will be named OrthImp parametrization
Impulse criterion
This section discuss the use of the new parametrization when identifying a linear system from a measured impulse response. The simple setup enables us to clearly exemplify some properties of the parametrization. In Section 2.1 we point out some generalizations for other identification settings.
Consider the non-linear least-squares identification criterion
where
is the impulse response of the parametrized model, g m´k µ is the measured impulse response of an unknown system and ¡ F is the Frobenius matrix norm
If N 2n we can use the vectorized representation of the impulse response
where g m represents the vectorized measured impulse response.
Theorem 1. Let´A B Cµ be a minimal realization of a transfer function and consider the OrthImp parametrization as defined in Lemma 2. Let N 2n and assume g m´k µ is the impulse response from the realization´A B Cµ. Then
where V ¼¼´ξ µ denotes the Hessian of the criterion V´ξ µ.
Proof:
The assumption that g m´k µ was generated bý A B Cµ implies that V´0µ 0 which in turn leads
I where the last equality follows from Lemma 2.
¾
The result shows that if´A B Cµ is chosen sufficiently close to the true system then the Hessian will be almost diagonal. In a stochastic setting this also tells us that the Fisher information matrix and the covariance matrix of the parameter estimate will both also be proportional to the identity matrix. Such a covariance matrix implies that all parameters are independent of each other and equally affected by the noise.
Generalizations
The methodology of defining the parametrization based on the impulse response can be generalized to arbitrary quantities which uniquely represents the system. In this way a whole class of local parametrizations can be derived. For example another local parametrization can be defined suitable for the prediction error method (PEM) (Ljung, 1999) . Instead of using the impulse responses the parametrization is based on the sequence of prediction errors which appears in the least-squares criterion. A more detailed discussion of this is beyond the scope of this paper and is part of ongoing work.
Reduced numerical complexity
In a previous paper a similar local parametrization, OrthPar, was suggested (McKelvey and Helmersson, 1997) . However, the calculation of the basis P for the OrthPar parametrization requires the calculation of a null-space of a matrix of size n 2 ¢n´n · m · pµ. The new parametrization introduced in this paper requires a calculation of the range space of a matrix only of size´2nmpµ¢n´n·m· pµ. This requires significantly less number of operations if the number of inputs and outputs (m and p) are reasonably small and the system order n is large. Figure 1 illustrates the difference in numerical complexity in computing the basis P for the OrthPar and OrthImp parametrizations for a system with 2 inputs and 2 outputs and varying state size n. 
EXAMPLE
A numerical example of a multivariable identification problem is considered which consists of estimating a linear discrete time dynamical system from a measured impulse response. The system is determined by minimizing the sum of squares of the difference between noisy impulse response data and the impulse response of the parametrized system. Hence, the criterion function V´ξ µ in (16) is minimized with respect to the parameter vector ξ and where g m´k µ is the noisy impulse response of the true system and g´k ξ µ is the impulse response of the parametrized system. Note that (16) is (generally) a non-quadratic function of the parameters and a nonlinear optimization algorithm must be employed to perform a local search for the optimum.
The example is based on simulated data and illustrates that the choice of parametrization can have a large impact on the convergence properties of the local search. For each data set four different parametrizations are used when minimizing the criterion function (16).
The new OrthImp parametrization is compared with both the classical observable canonical parametrization (Ljung, 1999, Appendix 4b) , the tridiagonal parametrization (McKelvey and Helmersson, 1996) and the more recently proposed OrthPar parametrization (McKelvey and Helmersson, 1997) . For the observable canonical form we select structural indices such that the true transfer function is in the interior of the set of realizable transfer functions.
Simulation setup
A range of different systems of increasing McMillan degree is identified. The impulse response of the true system of order 2M, g 0´k µ, is generated from a system with complex conjugate poles defined by
for k 1 M The zero configuration is generated by using random values of the elements in the matrices C and B. For each system order 2M, M 1 4, a sampled impulse response of length 200 is generated with a sampling interval of 0.1. The identification data g m´k µ is obtained by adding Gaussian white noise with variance 10 4 to the generated impulse response. The Gaussian distribution of the noise implies that the model which minimizes the quadratic criterion (16) is the maximum-likelihood estimate (Ljung, 1999) .
Identification method and results
The non-linear least-squares criterion (16) is minimized by iterative parametric optimization using the method of Levenberg-Marquardt (Dennis and Schnabel, 1983) . The MATLAB implementation lsqnonlin of the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox ver 2.1 (R12) is used. The minimization is terminated if the criterion function decreases less than 10 6 between two iterations or if more than 1000 criterion evaluations has occurred.
The optimization algorithm is initiated with a parameter value derived from a perturbed system. The perturbation is constructed by starting from a balanced realization of the true system and perturbing all matrix elements with zero mean Gaussian random noise with variance 4 ¢ 10 4 . The perturbed balanced form is converted to the form associated with the particular parametrization which then defines the initial point in the parameter space from where the optimization is started.
For each model order, 100 different random initial parameter points are generated and the criterion function (16) is minimized using the four different parametrizations. The quality of the estimated model is determined by calculating the model error as
where g 0 is the true noise free impulse response and g is the impulse response of the identified model. Figure 2 reports the results of the simulations averaged over the 100 different initializations. For model order 2 the performance of all parametrizations are comparable . For model order 4 OrthImp and OrthPar have best performance while the Observable canonical and the Compact tridiagonal ones are comparable when comparing model error. However the Observable parametrization requires significantly more function evaluations. It might be expected that the tridiagonal parametrization which is non-minimal should require more calculations but instead it is the observable canonical form which requires most effort. For model orders 6 and 8 the observable canonical parametrization fails to converge for all 100 optimizations. A possible reason is that the optimization problem for that parametrization has become so ill-conditioned so the numerical optimization method fails completely to converge within the 1000 evaluation limit. The other three parametrization performs much better. The new OrthImp and the OrthPar parametrization have almost identical results while the tridiagonal parametrization requires more evaluations. The additional advantage of the new OrthImp parametrization is that the calculation of the parametrization basis P requires less floating point operations than the OrthPar parametrization.
CONCLUSIONS
A new local minimal parametrization is presented which is based on parametrization of the impulse response with a basis such that the Jacobian of the finite impulse response of length 2n is an orthonormal matrix. Consequently it can be argued that the parametrization is locally optimal. Furthermore, if the parametrization is used in a least-squares impulse response criterion then, under certain conditions, the Hessian of the criterion is equal to the identity matrix. The parametrization is closely related to the recent OrthPar parametrization and in an example shows similar good convergence performance for high order systems. Furthermore the new parametrization can be calculated with less floating point operations than OrthPar which is important when dealing with models of high order. 
